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))The English and 'F ench summaries
of this Background Study have been
prepared separately. The summaries,
represent the views of the authors and
not necessarily those of the Science
Council:
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Preface

This document is 'a summa e three- volume Background
Study of.theScieriGe Counc o Canada; Science Educatibn in
Canadian Schools. The individual volumes of fhe complete
study are as follows":

I. Introduction and Curriculum Analyses
by Graham W.F. OrpWoOd and Jean-Pascal Souque

IL 'Statistical Database for Canadian Science Education
by Graham W.F. Orpwo d and lsme Alam

Ill. Case Studies of Science eachlIng
ecno,d by John Olson and Thomas Russell'

Together, these volumes constitute the research portion of
a study on Canadian science education conducted by Council
_between 2.980 and 1983. This research provided a database for
a nationwide series of conferences which were held to discuss
the'questions raised by the study, and to explore future direc-
tions for science education in. Canada. The research is now
being made available to a more general audience, in the form
of the Background Study, tencourage continuing deliberation
about the issues by science educators and Qthers concerned
with the quality of Canadian science cation:

Conclusions and recommended pblicy initiatives based on4.
the .Background Study are,contained in a separate Science
Gouncil Report entitled: Science for Every Student: Educating
Canadians for TomorroWs World. Copies"of Report 36, of its.
summary, and of the Backgrodnd Study canbe ordered Using
the form at the back ofihis booklet.-
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Science Education at a Croseoacts
.

In the late seventies, Canadian elementary and secondary
schools were sharply criticized fOr the way in which science

was being taught. In the report of the Cornmission on Canadian
Studies published in 1975, Professor.Thomas Symons accused
schools of teaching children "virtually nothing about the impact
of science in their owps ,country. "* According to Symons, tr
science was being taught as "a/body of knowledge acid -tech-

nique, without ahy mention of fits perSonal, social or national
relevance. David Suzuki, a geneticist and well -known broad-

caster, claimed that schools were perpetuating the separation
of arts and science as :Iwo cultures," so that potential'scien-
tists learned nothing of their moral responsibility to society,
while members of even the educated public remainecilinorent
of the enormous impact of science and technology on their

lives. In Ecole + Science = Echec (SchOol + Science =.
Failure), Jacques Desautels charged that Quebec schools Were
not developing scientific attitudes among students and that they
were decreasing rather than increasing interest in science,:
promoting elitism and, in shorn miseducating those they should

be educating.
. If the critics were right, the consequence for Canadians

would be serious. A public that did not understand science or
its impact on society would be at the mercy of technological
change, not in control of it.

In the spring of 1980, the Science Council of Canada

began a major study of science and education in Canada. By
examining the past and present objectives and metccls of
Canadian science education, Council hoped to stimblate active
d6liberation on the issues among as many as possible of those

who.have a stake in the science education ente1-prise. The aim

of these deli rations was to explore future directions for
science educ ion in Canada.

*T.H.B. Symons, To. Know Ourselves, Report of the Commission on
Canadian Studies, Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada,
Ottawa, 1975, Volume 1, p. 162.
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Too often, decisions about'curriculuni c alive have On

made 'exclusively by educators. These people often follow
highly rational, linear process in assessing needs and develop-

- ing instructional strategies to meet them: But individual children
and society in general havea bewildering variety of what can
be called "needs," and the process of -niaking curriculuM ....
igiplyes the resolution.of conflicting needs, which implies a
pElitical decision. This process must be deliberated over;. id in

Ltiha democratic society all who ave a stake in the Outcbmt have
the,ri4nt to Participate in s ,fi deliberations. Those resporsible
for decisions must weigh conflicting adlice to ensure that future

a directions are not determined bitne loudest shout or'theimpst
;devious political 'manoeuvre.

For this reason, the/deliberations were designed to include
individuals both inside and _outside, the system: students,
teachers, university prcifessors, School board members and
employees of the ministries of education on the one hind, and
parents, scientists, industrialists; government officials chd
members of the' general public on the other..

What are the Problehis?
To pinpoint the ,problems facing Canadian science education,
specialists from' different fields were asked to provide their per-
spective on science teaching iriCanada today. Council pub-
lished their views as a series of discussioripapers to stimulate
debate.

In A Canadian Context for Science Education, James Page
argues that science education in Canada .lacks Canadian'con-

s tent. Page, a specialist in, Canadian stdies, maintains that if
schools are to produce Canadian citizens aware of their cultural
heritage, an understanding of science as part of the cultural
fabric of .Canada is necessary.

In-ScienCe in Social Issues: Implications for Teaching, Glen
Aikenhead points out that.science is now taught as if it were

3
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all- and-self-sufficient. Aikenhead, himself experienced. in both
science- teaching and curriculum research and development,
believes that an educated person'should be capable of taking.
part in and -understanding social and political decisions. An
understanding of science is but one among many ways of
knowit, he says.

;At present, only the skills of the scientist are taught':
Charges'Donald George; a professional engineer and university
"teacher. In An Engineer's View of Science Education, he
suggests that.schools'.shoLild produce people capable of solving;
practical. problems.

What is Scientific Thinking? asks
eKperjpnced teacher and teacher edu
teacling practice fails to produce ind
understand properly the basis of their

ugh Munby' Munby, an
tor, believes that current
ndent thinkers who '`

nowledge:-
MArcel Risi, former commercial director of the Centre de 1.

recherche induttrielle.du-Quebec (CRIQ), thinks that science is
taught only as a body of knowlege. In.Macrosco/e: A Holistic
Approach to Science Teaching, he criticizes schools for not
developing educated people- with a "sceptical, divergent, ques-
tioning apO imaginative approach', towards the solution of .

problems.
Describing how educators can combine all these diverse

objectives in the science curriculum is the task undertaken-by
Douglas Roberts. A professional educator and,member of
Council's committee on science and education, Roberts outlines
his posals for a ceimprehensive and balanced curriculum-in
Scientific Literacy: Tovzar Balanciip Setting Goals for SOlool
.Science Programs.

Still another problem was ra ed at a workshop conducted
by the study committee: science to hing in Canadian schools
is not taking sufficient account of the different. n eds of boys
and girls. That this is so is clear from, the fact t t girls tend
to drop science-courses much earlier than do'boys.

7
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The views expressed in the discussion papers and in the
workshop appeared to confirm the earlier criticisms of Symons,

- Suzuki and Desautels. On further examination, these Criticisms
were seen to be concerned not so much with the content of
science teaching as with the ways in which students are taught
and the purposes for, which they learn science. For this reason,
the research phase of the study focussed on the official objec-
tives and strategies for 'science teaching.

Four major, research projects were undertaken. Together
they provided .a view of the teaching of science, both. at the
level 'of rhetoric (what is said about science education) and at
the level of practice (what actual takes place). The prbjects
involved:

an analysis of science curriculum gOidelines issued by
ministries of education'in the provinces and territories of
Canada;
a descriptive analysis of 34 science textbooks in use in -

Canadian.- schools;
, a survey of( science teachers and their views about

teaching science, involving nearly 7000 teachers in
1227 schools across the country;
case studies of actual scithce teaching practice in 8
Canadian schools.

The results.of this research, and the questions it raised,
are summarized in- the following pages.

IOW



Curricula
What Do he Pres d?

A decision made by a teacher about what or how to teach is

simply the last in a chairiof decisions, many of which.have
been made outside the school to cover broad categories of
situations. Whether they are made at the mit)istry,"school dis-
trict or school level, these decisionS combine-to form a context
which sets limits within which individuatteacher§ do their-
speific planning for the day or week.

The first of the decisions in This 'chain are. made by minis-
tries of educati Working (typically)*ith committees of
science edugators, ministry officials draw up guidelines covering
each subject or course at each level 14 schooling:eachers
and other, insiders heye ample opporimity to take part in the
process, but parents, industrialists,cbusiness people and those
outside educational circles are'rarely involved. This system pro-
duces a tendency to conservatism because the range of value
positions represented is rarely wide. The guidOnes Specify
which subjects must be offered, how much the should be
spent on eact subject, the requirdments for graduation, a

.on. For'each science subject, they also specify aims, Conte
ard, to-a certain extent, teaching strategies tobe iMplemente
irk schools.

. ft

In all provinces, a basic core of science is taught through
elementary and secondary schools. In the ea'rly years*science
is integrated with other. subjects but it'gradi.,zally becomes
separated during the middle year Separate courses in physics,

*For purposes of the study, the "early years" were defined its including
grades one through six (or seven, in two provinces). Similarly, the"middle
years" encompass grades seven to nine (or ten, in two provinces), and
the "senior years:: grades ten (or eleven) to thirteen. "Science" was
taken to be those areas of the school, curriculum designated in ea'ch prov-
ince and territory as "science." In practice, this meant that ,matheniatics
and social studies were excluded frOm the r3tiidy, while physical, biolog-
Ccal and earth sciences were included, aE was a la'rge grdY area of
subjects such as computer studies, agriculture and technology that are
designated xlifferently in different provin'ces.

41.
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chemistry and biology:emerge the senior, years in all
provinces. f

Throughout Canada, st dents.in the early years'-of schobl-.
ing have no'choic,e: scien is a required part of thp curricu-
lum. The same is true, in ost places, for the middle years. By
the senior years, students ay select from a variety of science
courses, and different Orovins-s require students tp takq.differ-
ent numbers of them in order graduate. In 9 of the 12
dictions, only one science course eyond the end of gra 9 is
regbired. Two are required in Mani ba, wile in Prince EdW rd
Island and Nova Scotia none are r quired.1These are, minimal
requirements for graduation purpo s, bu vidual districts or
schools can set higher. r-suir- OR' :-

Between therrf, the m guidelines issued by minis-
tries of education in Ca er Eight answers'to the ques-
tion, "Why teach science?''.

To teach students the basic concepts in science in .p way I
. that will enable them to understand and manipulate scientific

information.* This aim .emphasizes the value of knowing scientif-
ic facts rather than how they were developed or might be

-. applied. It is -frequently recommended for those who teeth in
the early years of striooling by those who teach at higher'
Levels, and is a major goal of- science education in,every
province and territory at every level.

To develop skill in using the methods.and ,tools. of science.`
In recent years, teachirig students to obsenie, classify, meas-
ure,-dra.w inferences and make hypotheses Nis become an,
increasingly popular reason for teaching science:-This objective
is also common to most provinces at all three levels.

To promote an understanding of the relationship between
science and society. This objecti\*\is relatively new It reflects

degrft of popular scepticism abobt the social and economic

*This and,subsequgnt statementsof objectivOs are examples taken from
actual curricuym guidelines.

7°
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6: potential of science, and a greaterkwareness in-recent years
. qkf its limitations.-It requires tekhdis to deal with problematic

Ah/fcal.issues such al energy use, genetic engineering and
industrial.waste. It is more popular in the middle year's thin in
the early. or s years.

To teach students about the nature of .science and its
value as a way of learning and coinmunicating about- the self,
the environment and theuniverse-Here, the goal is to explain

.how science works a discipline. This objective makes consict-
erable use of the history of science and is included in .

secondary school guidelines in most provinces.-
To help students develop as autonomous and creative indi-

vietals who live in a scientific and technological society.
According to this objective, schools teach science irrOrder to
promote students' personal growth, lot/th intellectual and moral.
This objective is_lound in curriculum guidelines for the lower
grades in all Provinces (it disappears from the guidelines for the.
senior grades), but no directions are given to teachers for
achieving it.

To develop in 'students att4udes charcteristic of scientists
"(intellectual honesty, openrnindedness, desire for accurate
knowledge) and appropriate attitudes towards science in genekal
(enthusiasm, appreciation, excitement). This is a popular aim for
science teaching in the early years.

To expose student s to a representative sample of the tech-
nological applications of science. There has recently been
renewed interest in this aim which, after a period .of popularity ,

in the fOrties and fifties,-was displaced by the objective relating
to the nature of science" .

To j ,repr-e students to take advantage of career opportuni-
ties in technology, industry, commerce. and business. Adopted in

many provinces, this aim is hotly debated' by those who believe
That schools are not for job training.

e Overall,.,there is considerable consensus among mili'stry .

guidelines as. to the aims of science education in the early*
years o\f schooling, where the emphasis is on process-skills and

a
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attitude development. In thddf1 years, a distinct shift occurs
towards learning science caTStent for its own sake Preocess
skills are still emphasized., but science-and-socipty aims become
more popular, Guidelines for biology, chemistry and physics-
suggest there is less Consensus about aims at the senior level,
.though a movement away from aims of personal groikth and

. development of attitudes, in favour of learning about the nature
. and applications of science, can be noted,

It would appear that the five issues raged- in Council's dis-
cussion papers are not stressed in policy documel`iis. The'
guidelines-contain only very occasional references to the need
for a Canadian context. (There are exceptions to this: programs
in the Northwest Territories to help students understand science
as it applies to their own unique environment, and agricultural
programs in Prince Edward Island, are two examples.) The
relationship of science to other curriculum subjects is almost('
never discussed. in the guidelines-, and although many middle-
years guidelines speak of the need to teach about the inter--

. action of science, technology and sosiety, schools appeano
have largely ignored this topic. The guidelillts make no mention
of the proceSses of engineering refeired to by Donald George, /I,
although there are occasional references to technology and the
products of applied science. There is no reference, at any level,
to the separate needs of boys and girls.

When it comes to suggesting how science should be -
taught, ministry guidelines are strangely mute. Teaching strat-
egies for the early and middle years are limited, for the most
part, to injunctions that science programs should be "activity
based" or should use "the-inquiry approach." There is also little
in the way of.prescription for the senior years.

Mostly, ministries influence how teachers teach by approv-
ing textbboks. The degree of control over the use of specific
textbooks varies from province to province.. British Columbia, for
example, presG.tibes mandatory use of a very limited range of
textbooks at each leVel, whereas Ontario and Quebec have
traditiffnallY authorized wide selections of books from which
schools have the right to choose.

-12



Issues, for Delibe ation

How many differen objectives can.a.program realistically be
expected to attain e all aims of ecit.4af value? Irnot, what

should be esta ed among thern? (Not one guide-
line document sets out an or of priority among the diverse

.

aims')

How can teachers teach 'thecontent of science as well
attend to some of the other objectives?

;Given that guidelines rarely establifsh a hierarchy'of-process
skills to be; taught, is there a danger that only loWest-lefel

skills will be attended to?

How can teachers integrate the subject matter of science
,,with that of social studies, mathematics and t4e technical

fie*?
A

v. How can teach'er.impart attitudes charactpristic of scientists
° and good:attitudes.towaros science in. wtthout'open-\

, ing,themselyes to accusations that they are indo6trinating

students-?:,

What methods could teachers use to Acetheit lessons
more withima-Ca'nadian context, teach practic ;engineering
skills or take account.,of the separat s of boys:and

girls?

"Witt existirig procedUres, which efftftupported. by teaChers,

al w science curricula with different objectives to be'devel-
ped; or will new'procedures and the participation.of different

people in the making' of policy decisions be .heeded if change

is to occur?
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Textbooks: What- Do They Teach?

Until recently, single textbooks comprised the entire science
program ,Q but the newitnaphasis on training in the scientific
method and the concern for individualizing instruction that
emerged during the 1960s prompted ministries to recorvmend
wider range of textbooks. Today,.174 science textbooks' are offi-
cially approved across Canada, while surveys 'show that
250 different books are 'actually used in science classrooms
(most 'inapproved textbooks are used as supplementary aids at
senior levels). Of these, two-MAI-1s were published before. 1975,
end one-fifth pore than 12 years ago. _These statistics are sig-'
nificant because it is the never books which tend to avoid
'stereotypes and introduce greater Can'adian content and social
perspective. ,

Although Ministries decide which textbooks can be. used,
and school boards and schools have some say, the final choice'
of a textbook.for use in the alasgroom-rests with:the teacher.
Across Canada, 6.of every 10 early-years teachers use no
science textbooks' in their classrobms. (There is considerable
variation here, as this statenient applies to 90.per cent of
Ontario teachers, but to only 3 per cent o ewfoundland,
teachers.) By contrast, textbooks are used 75 per cent of
teachers in the. middle_ylar's and 90 per cent f teachers in the
senior years. Generally, teachers find textbooks to be the most
useful aid in the preparatiori of science courses,, although early"
years teachers prefer to use libraries, museums, science fairs
and other learning resokirces.

Teachers-satisfactiOn with the textbooks they use is gen-
erally quite high, partielarly in the case of physics, biology and
chernistty,te,xtbOoks used in the senior years. MOst teachers
give textbopks, nigh marks for their use of illustrations. (particu-
larly in textbooks.for'the'early years), readability, suilability for
the intellectual maturity of students and the degree to which
textbooks':objectives and priorities agree with their own. Low
marks are given for the use of Canadian examples and for
accbunts of the applications of science. Although most books

11
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are judged to be suitable for fast learners, few,, if any, are
thought suitable for both fa-st and slow learners.

How well do textbdoks fulfil thee aims laid clown-by ministry
guidelines? Broadly speaking, textbooks conforrin rather well to
official objectives for science sifducation, although statements of
aims within textbooks are sometimes vague or incomplete, and

it is not always clear to whom they are addressed. Considerably
more attention is given to scientific content and procedures
than to the social imp 'cations of science and technology, and . -
three of the eight ctives endorsed by ministries develop:-,
rnent of science-relat Cl attitudes, the study of applied science

and technology, and e uragement towards careersc
receive little emphasis!' The issues raised by the authors or'
Council's discussion papers do not seem to be among the prior=
ities of the teXtbook writers. The point of view of the engineer is
almost entirely missing, and the special needs of girls' are, not

given arty emphasis (Nthough the crudest stereotypes have

:been eMin4Ated).
Ninety-five per cent of experiments suggested in the text-

books are highly structured. Students are seldom asked to for-
.

mulate a question or define a problem. Laboratory manuals
used in the senior grades generally ask students to Verify laws
previously learned in class (the deductive approach) rather than
to generalize from information they themselves have collected
(the inductive approach). At all three levels, textbooks rarely ask

students to work together during laboratory sessions. Although

attention is _given to acquiring scientific skills, most textbodks L
confine themselves' to the development of fairly elementary

skills. a

Of the activities suggested by textbooks to help students

. apply what they have learned,tqnly one-fifth are :Invitations to
direct action in the home or community; the rest are of a

*The study did not analyze the scientific content of textbooks, but rather
the context in which that content is O'resented.

12. 15
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reflective nature. A number of texts discuss the effects of
science and technology,on society (there is rough parity
between good and bad effects), but the majority of theSe dis:"
cussions occur in the last chapter and are dealt with perfunc-
torily. Statements concerning 'the effects of science and
technology.plaim that they:

result in progress which creates pollution, overpe
flan, illness nd disturbance to the environment.
invent me 'cities and lechniduesior improving, ealth;
create. chines or pr.ocees to facilitate work or
incr se wellbeing;
discover beneficial new materials and new sources of
energy;
'waste energy and resources and create waste disposal
problems;
induce people to conserve resources and energy. ant

9
take'faction against pollution.*

Moral problems (for example, 'the ethics of genetic engineering
or' whale hunting) and political matters (waste disposaLdeforest-
ation, third-world development).receive scant attention.

In terms of offering a Canadian perspective, science text-
books used in Canadian. schools teach almost nothing about
science and technology in Canada, or about its history and
impact on society. Some books contain population statistics for
the United States, .but none for Canada; list the 'racial types in
the US, but not irr Can,ada; mention American universities as
career goals; but ignore Canadian universities the list is
endless. Where Canadian references do,occur, they usually
concern problems of Rollution and energy. Mining is rarely,
mentioned as an important factor in Canadian life, while the

*Listed in order of decreasing frequency of appearance.

13
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northern charactet-of Canada, its lifestyle and form of govern-
ment as these relate to science and technology are virtually
ignored. The history of science and technplogj/ in Canada is

also tr -'d inadequately, t ugh references to famous,
Canaiim scientists, such as anford Fleming and
Sir Fred''n.k Banting, abound. Almost no information is liven
about care- pos§ibilities in science. and technology in Canada.
The books w h the least information on Canada are those used

in the,early a senior years. Significantly, French translations
of American w rks contain more Canadian content.

Concerni the nature of science, most textbooks tell

students that cience represents both a product and a process.
'Half the textbooks used in the middle and senior years describe
the scientific method as including the following steps: definition

of the problem, observation, gathering of information, formula-
tion of hypothesis, designing the experiment with controlled vari,
ables, verification and communication of results. There are
implied suggestions in these accounts that not only is this how
scientists do, in fact, work, but that this is how students shduld
work as well.

Though ministries and teachers assign little importance to
teaching.the history of science, few textbooks ignore this topic
altogether. Historical accounts range from simple lists of the
names of scientists and the dates of their discoveries to -

detailed case ,studies, though these faots are seldom placed in
an historical or social context, Few authors explain the impor-
tance of learning the history of science, and thOse who do are
not always clear or straightforward in their attempts.

0.
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Issues for Deliberation )
ee

What is thedistribution of statements in textbooks concerning
the,ncipi consequences of science and technology telling'.
stualent§?:What effect are these mep§ageShaving on
students'' developing attitudes? is

T tbooks teach that scientific inquiry is basically inductive in
n. i,ire and is based on Cooperation and communication. Yet
la Pralory sessions are pot organized to favour this approach.
H learning experiences in the laboratory-be designed

eller reflect scierTce'as-it is actually practised?.
.

,car,laboratarz-fp§j<s' be designed to teach higher-level
cess. skills?

-4. ,

If o uncjerstand OA. re of science is a major educational.
jective, should ride st ents and teachers be more aware

f the messages cone ,ing this subject found in textbooks?

Jexibc34k Science" that version of science which has
.O:Orile*atfidardiied, even stereotyped, by repetition in
rier#40P,iottextbooks an acceptable model? Do poll-

*-§t.701. as-othese in Quebec, WhicV require authors t6 pre-
pare textbooks in accordance with prescribed objeCtives,
cdnstitufe..tep away from this standardization, or are other;
measures Dmessary9 is "the child as scientist" a proper

;.40.

odel.'forttift scientific thinking?r .

pe V.xtERvolfis femain one of the main instruments by
5 _f4cience curricula are reached, should not

a.,tetter understanding of their impact on

*r

1 8,
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Teachers: Who Are They and What T\
Do They Think?

More than 98 000 people are teaching science in Canadian
elementary and secondary schools. Most are between 25 and
45 xears of age, hold university.degrees and have more than
10 years' teaching experience. Exceptions to the rule include
Quebec teachers who tend to be older than the nor ,,and
Newfoundland'and Alberta teachers who tend to 'iunger. A
semen but definite shift is underway towards more m. r. teachers,
in the early years and more females in the senior years, where
males still outnumber'females eight-to-one. On average, male
teachers ares14..htly older and significantly more exp,erienced
than theiOemale counterparts. Urban teachers are more
experienced than rural teachers.

Most science teachers are enthusiast about teaching
science. Those who are not usually cite their lack of qualifica:
tions. Gener#Iy, the longer they have been teaching science,
the more sdiisfied teachers are with their work.

How do teachers feel about the' educational objectivest
'out in ministry guidelines? Strong support is given by early ears
teachers to those Objectives that involve attitudes, process skills
and social skills. The 'eating of scientific content is valued
more highly by those v\-i less than 10 years' experience than
by those with more.

Even more importance is, attached to theSe objectives by
middle-years teachers, who also vote strongly on behalf of
teaching science content, the relationship between science and
society, the practical applications of science, skill in reading
and understanding scientific literature, and the-value of science
for building and expressing students' understanding of the
world. These objectives reflect the broader variety of purposes
for which science is -taught in these years. "Relating science to
the needs and'interests of both men and Women" and "learn-
ing about the practice of science, in Canada" are both valued'
more highly as educational objectives by female than by male
teachers. These two objectives are also more popular among
urban teachers. °,
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Tea hers in the senior years, while supporting all official
aims for science teachg; find the same group of objectives
chosen by middle-years teachers to be the most important.
Again, female teachers accord greater imAtance to objectives
dealinb with the relevance. of science for men and women, and. the need for a Canadian context.
- Teachers' views of individual objectives differ somewhat
from those of ministry officials whrYdevise them. Although there
is little disagreement about- the importance of teaching content,
s9ientific skills and appropriate attitudes towards science, there
a still cjustions about which skills should be taught at which
levels and flow the teachihg of content can be combined with
the achievement of other aims. Further, most teacher's feel that

arning the content of science Is more important in the higher
grades than in the lower. "Science and Society" objectives are
rated high by all teachers, but these same teachers assign little
importance to increasing students' awareness of science as it
is practised in Canada,On this point at -least, teachers, guide-
lines and textbooks seem to be in agreement. The cr;tios alu
right. scin^r, not taught in schools as part of the cultural
tabr ..; of Ca ,,,..,n society. \ - - . -,

- Objectives that focus on teaching Ve nature of science
receive little support from teachers, who feel that only the
brightest students can achieve them. Personal growth objectives
are conside5ed important at- lower levels, less so athigher
levels. Objectives implying that special attention be given to the
needs of girls in science education receive little support, indicat-
ing that teachers, as well as ministries, are generally unaware
of the low participation of women in the professional science
community. Both teachers and ministries show ambivalent atti-
tudes towards applied science and technology objectives: aims..
concerned-with the practical applications of science are rated ..

high at all levels, but those dealing with the skills of engTheers
and techhologists are rated low. Teaching science as it relates
to the students' conception of the world is regarded as impor-
tant by teachers at all leVels, but preparing students for career .
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opportunities is seen as an important part of'science teaching
only in the senior years."

In gpneral, teachers believe they are most successful in
aehieving those objectives they consider most important. There
are a few exceptions: teachers in the early years feel they give
insufficient attention to the Separate'needs of boys and girls,
while teachers in the middle and senior years feel the "science
and swiety" objectives receive inadequate treatment. Senior
teachers also question their success in developing reading skills
and students' ability to understand scientific literature. They are
unsure about how well they have related scientific. explanations
to Students' conception of the world. These "asqessments are
ineyitably subjective. More reliable measuremek of teacher
effectiveness will have to wait until improved techniques are
developed for evaluating how well student earn.

As h: ilready been noted, teachers rely heavily on text:
Jock., which they generally find to be of acceptable quality) for
planning their courses. They make surpriOngly little use, how-
ever, of ministry guideliries and other fnaterials not produced
specifically for teachers. Overall, teachers find that, the time
allocated for teaching science is sufficient, but some of them
(early-years teachers in particular) complain of inadequate',
physical facilities and equipment, and poor support for their.
work from schools and school boards. Physical facilities are
considerably better in the senior years, where three out.of foUry
teachers have al regular laboratory equipped for experiments. lo§

students. Teachers at all levels complained of ineffective (or, in

the Case of early-years teachers, largely nonexistent) inservice

training.

ti
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fi Issued for Deliberation

Because of declining enrolment, many school systems have
stopped recruiting teachers; some have laid off their, youngest
staff members. This factor has' contributed to the increasing

ge and experience of the . science- teaching force. But given
t at'younger teachers are among the best qualified and more
equally balanced between the sexes, what will be the effect
on science teaching if this trend continues?

As a rule, teachers are becoming holt^. ited, but:

half of all science teachers have not taken a university-
level course in mathematics or science in the last ten
ydars;

more than half of all early-years teachers, and more than a
third of middle-years teachers, have never taken math-
ematics or science at university level.

In view of these statistics, should the requirements for
teacher certification be changed?

Significant numbers of teachers, especially at the senior level,.
have had some experience in science outside the academic
world. Such experience is a valuable teaching resource. How
can luch work experience be recognized and encouraged,
and how can it best be used for the benefit of students?
How-can industry become involved in the science education
of our children, without, diminishing the integrity of teachers
and their responsibility towards students?

Generally, teachers assign low priority to the objectives out-
lined by the authors of Council's discussion papers. Are the
teachers right, or are the critics? What priorities should be
established among the objectives for science education?
What relative importance should be given to science at each
stage of a student's edu'cation?



Are existing resources adequate for objectives to b met?
How can other useful materials (Nob as governme t uublica-
tions) be made more accessible to_ teachers? How L com-
puter technOlogy serve as acwrictiluip re.ource or
teachers? How can le resoutceslavailable ira secondary,
schOols be used .) assist science'teacherrin the middle and
early years?

How can inservice teacher education be made more effec-
tive? Can elementary scpool teachers be given more oppor-
tunities to benefit from uch training?

Most teachers believe boys ,and girls to be equall)rable and
motivated to undertake science, courses, but some teachers
think that boys in the early years, and girls in the senior
years, areemore highly-motivated. Does science teaching
adequately capitalize on the interests and abilities of all
students? How can science activities outside the school
(which students find interesting) be better related to what
students do inside the school? How can teachers ensure that
girl4, who drop out o'f science at a higher rate than ,boys, will
take an active interest in science?
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Classrooms: How Is Science
/Actually Taught? r

In' practice,. teachers-are concerned with maintaining their cred-
ibility, exerting their influence, gaining access to scarce
resources, coping with conflicts between 'outside expectations
and the realities of the classroom, coping with a lack of skill to
teach science as innovators imagine it should be taught, fill- .

ing the expectations of authorities and resolving conflicts
between students' interests and the demands of the'subject. ...

In the early years of schooling, about 10 per cent of avail-.
able time is allotted to science. To save time and arouse,
studenrinterest, sorne,early-yeqrs teachers integrate science
with related fopic: others .outside the early years regard-such
integration with some suspicion as a "Softening" of science.\
experience. Curriculum policy documents encourage integration
of subjects, but do not say what science topics should' be
taught or how they should relate to scien9e work apt comes
)ater. This leaves early-years teachers flee tp follow student
interests, which may lead tosa little science or a great deal of
it, depending on the teachers' own inclinations.

For the most: art, teachers in the early years tend to be
isolated within the S hoot, by circumstance and by tradition.
Cooperation seems. to e difficult to arrange and maintain. The
presence of a scie4ce expert appears riot to be an effective
way of disseminating ideas about the teaching of science.

In the middle Years, the emphasis is on covering a consid-
erable body of materialiin ti-.1ir-rie available. "Covering the
material" means that the "cor ece; explanation rust be
included in studentS' notes Teacers stress the specialized

4
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vocabulary 'of. science, access to which'is,controlled through
notes and activity sheets -designed by teachers.

Teachers in the middle yews complain that at this level
students are rTot easy to teach:. class control isa central con-

. c rn. They speak ruefully abobt the lack cit. student interest and
out how hard it is to engage students intellectually. They

4orry that students have beco'rne afraid of science because of
teacher attitudes in the early years.

Middle-years teachers emphasize routines, standards of
accuracy and thoroughaestVoi: them,-accuracy is at the heart
of what they believe to be a scientific approach to problems.
This emphasis on approved explanations and the right answer is
at oddS with, the praCess of inquiry and the conceptual and ten-
tative status of knowledge in 'science. Yet, such -predictable
activities as note-taking, copying activity sheets and lablJroce-
dures are Valuee,1 because'the accumulated information provides
a base for work in the next grAde, 'and because they control
and channel energies by keeping students%usy with routine,
unambiguous work. Teachers appear reluctant to introduce into
their well-ordered and coherent system any activity that might
upset the smooth running of things. These teachers- seem to
make very restricted use of the'.potential that science has for
general education.

Senior-years teachers view science as a precise me od,
andas a system of-exact numbers, highly organized bodies of
information and specialized terminology. Their concern is to pro-
vide students with the notes and with the practiceoln solving
problems that will result inrhigh marks on examinations and
allow the student to move throLigh high school to university.
Work in the lab is geared1 awards illustrating facts and theories
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presented in .the classroom, confirming what is discuss'ed in
-class, obtaining precise facts anti gettingthe right answers to
problems. Activities are designed to- develop in .students habits
of diligence, self-reliance and tidiness. Students are encouraged
to become systematiCd objective.

Alternative approac s, such as those emphasizins the
inquiry prooess or the relation of science to social issues or
technology, are not seen as central activi4s for the science
classroom, but as a means of ;encouraging interest. Similarly,
optional work, though interesting, is not essential and uses up
time neerded-to cover the less interesting "real" work. Teachers
are awake of the dilemmas inherent in their work, and, many
are unhappy about the trade-offs they are constantly making.
They recognize that an inquiry approach might help students to"
better understand what they are doing, but they reject such, an
.approch and the use of optional topics for several reasons:
"The daily routine does not allowjor such reflection "; "That
type of work doesn't sink in"; "It's difficult to evaluate";mi.
."There's no academic value in looking at science-and-sokiety
issues"; "Nature-of-science topics take away. time from con-
tent"; Such ar approach isn't efficient."

Perhaps the practice of these teachers in the classroom
reflects their views on the nature of their work. Senior-years
teachers appear to believe that students find it difficult to infer
i'elationships and explore the implications of theories on their
own. They believe that students need to be encouraged to
learn, that they want grades as success tokens, need teachers
to "boil down" the material for them, and enjoy seeing a defi-
nite end product to their work. In their opinion, students are
easily distracted, want push-button answers and cannot read or
do math. They are convinced that parents want teachers to
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ensure the SOccess of their stu nts and that universities;
students who have 1:56eil repaired for-,post-seconslary ark.-
They do notcorikidar'ihemselVes competerit 46 lead disdu'Ssidr_r$,,
ab'out ebbjectiVe

Givers theSebeliefS; voulctopti6nakwolk and the inquiry.
_aporoachbeView.ed by IpaChers as. atly less peripheral f.more
time for Them were, in, faCt, available?.,

On the`Wrible: teacher;; are tacpcl .with the task of leaching,
late numbers of children whose abilitia,s anthhome .support_"

...sVary considerably, and of ,doing SoTot always with scientific
training; or. ampler rces in a...society that Jacks .a clear cOn-
sensl about what. or-IpOlsfare. for. The deir4a6C1s-plae'd on
teacnPrs -44f3nOrrno °S. They,tOtinter this 'Situation '6Y the way

. they ttiethsEiNeS, 'c*Ifrisrue.:their taskia9dIrie means use,tc
perform it. Confronteckwith uncertainties about: subject matter,
student behaviout and edUcational goals, 4eachets approach
Their work inways;that will make it, less unCertain,'ithus'acebrn7;
modating to complex situations over which.tti6y havenc&
contrdl.
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documents acknoWledge nontraditional topics and
apprba hes with a "rhetoric of options." In practice, these
appro ches are often abandoned under pressure of time If
options areivotoexercised'by teachers, how appropriate is the
"core-plu§,options" approach to_curricCilum policy making?

. Teachers who concentrate on inculpating good habits in
students set social priorities ahead of the development of %-

intellectual skills, such as the ability to think critically and
eXetoise good judger,nent. Doubtless, the SoCialization of
studehts is:important-lout given the complex role of science
in our 'cultural and

. :

political Jives, is the emphasis on socialization
. ,

a wise prioiity?. . .
,

,.

'. Teachers think that, for students end their parents, getting
.highOrades i&all-important. TeaChers blame this attitude .fOr
-their failure to engage students' interest in the subject. Butt
With grades as their objective, hOW well do students- under;
stand What.theyare.doing in the science classroom? Not
knowing.now knoWled9e is achieved in science, the social
implications Of 't1;te'technologybased on that ,knowledge or
theculturaf milieu ofscienCe, are not students in danger of
seeing the isolated laWS and factSthey learn as no more
than pieces in a unfinish.ocliksaw puzzle1

would teaching innovations affect the persiste9t prOb-
jerns of teachers, especially tfioSe who. are notscience spe

-- 'clanks? What wbutd it mean to teachers and students to'
.take 'a m adventurous view of the subject? What. teaching .
strategiesTfould be used wit nontraditional approaches to
content? How would these methods be-justified to parents..
and students? What would be the effect of such strategies on
class 'control, motivation, evaluation arfd grade progressioq?



Conclusions: Future Directions

Practical problems, such as those in science education, are of
resolved simply by collecting research data. As the reader I

have 'noticed, research dafa raise as many questions as they ,-
answer, The resolution of problems in science education comes
about through a process of deliberation in which the (possi1214
conflicting) values of Abe participants are as significant as.the
research findings. , ,

The research findings summarized here played an impor-
tant role in the deliberative conferencts that constituted the
,final phase of the study. From those conferenoes floWed recom-
mendations for ctiange in science education policy and prac-
tice; based on participants' views of the problems confronting
them. These confrenCes and recommendations have provided
grist for ouncil's own deliberations and have contributed to the
develop ent of its Report on this subject. However, while
Council can write a "fin?'" report, the task of scienceeducatiori
goes on. The questions raised by this research are too numer-
ous and too complex for all of therrr to be resolved at this time.
They are-included here in the hope that deliberation will con-
tinue among all who are concerned for the scientific literacy of
Canadians.,, ,
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